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BUM-BUM MESA BAJA 148x68x38
By Eugeni Quitllet
BUM BUM was born from the principle of not designing objects, but rather musical
instruments to be used for another purpose; the same as a person who holds a shell to
their ear to hear the ocean. This collection that has tubular shapes allows us to
experiment with light and sound simultaneously. It’s “argonautic” form enables us to
create a new environment, as well as atmospheric spaces, wherever we are. The
collection is made up of a sofa, a table, an armchair and “toro”(bull), a unique member
with a great variety of functions. It is a collection designed for the God of the sea,
Neptune, and the mermaids that dance in time with the waves…It’s that simple…
a summer dream.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/65007

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available with different finishes.

Weight

31.02 Kg

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 65007

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 65007F

Lacquered Polyethylene

LIGHT

Ref. 65007W

Matt polyethylene. Includes white ambient light either with white
LED.

LACQUERED LIGHT

Ref. 65007FW

Lacquered polyethylene. Includes white ambient light with white
LED.

RGB LED
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LACQUERED RGB LED

Ref. 65007FL

Lacquered polyethylene. Includes ambient RGB LED light operated
by remote control. Colors can be selected or changed automatically
(white,red,green,blue,light blue, pink and yellow)

RGB LED DMX

Ref. 65007D

Matt polyethylene. Includes ambient RGB LED light operated by
DMX512 wireless, allowing the connexion to light control systems
(XLR), WI-FI routers, home, etc.

LACQUERED RGB LED DMX

Ref. 65007FD

lacquered polyethylene. Includes ambient RGB LED light operated
by DMX512 wireless, allowing the connexion to light control
systems (XLR), Wi-Fi routers, home, etc.

LACQUERED RGB LED BATTERY

Ref. 65007FY

Lacquered polyethylene. Includes cordless RGB LED ambient light
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Ref. 65007L

Matt polyethylene. Includes ambient RGB LED light operated by
remote control. Colors can be selected or changed automatically
(white, red, green, blue, light blue, pink and yellow)

with rechargable batteries, operated by remote control.

RGB LED BATTERY

Ref. 65007Y

Matt polyethylene. Includes cordless RGB LED ambient light with
rechargable batteries, operated by remote control.

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO ALIGHT LACLIGHT ALED LACRGBLED ADMX LACDMX LACBATTERY ABATTERY

ICE                                         
WHITE                                         
BLACK                                         

BRONZE                                         
STEEL                                         

ANTHRACITE                                         
RED                                         

PISTACHIO                                         
ORANGE                                         

KAKI                                         
NAVY                                         

TAUPE                                         
PLUM                                         
ECRU                                         
BEIGE                                         

CHAMPAGNE                                         
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